Perfectly fitting:
Individually tailored
to each model.

Economical:
Tyres with reduced
rolling resistance.
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Original BMW Parts
and Accessories

Tested:
Intensive selection and
testing procedure.
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Summer Complete
Wheel Sets

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

Sporty:
Ultra High
Performance.

Safe:
Run-flat Technology.

5 good reasons for Original
tyres with Star marking.
original bmw tyres with Star marking.

To ensure safe travel and unlimited driving pleasure at all times, all BMW Wheels and Tyres not
only undergo an intensive selection and testing process, they are also matched to the overall
concept of the relevant BMW model down to the last detail. Every time you purchase a tyre, be
sure to look out for the star symbol on the side wall. Your BMW Partner will be glad to advise.
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fitting.

Tested.

Sporty.

Safe.

Economical.

Original BMW Tyres with star
marking:

Intensive selection and
testing procedures:

Special UHP (Ultra High
Performance) Tyres:

- Developed in collaboration
with leading tyre
manufacturers.

- All Original BMW Tyres
undergo extensive
simulations and practical
tests to demonstrate their
suitability.

- Provide maximum grip and
excellent ride stability.

Tyres with emergency
running properties (Run-Flat
Technology):

Tyres with reduced rolling
resistance:

- Designed to precisely
match the respective model
and its control systems.
- Ensure excellent drive
response in all weather
conditions.

- As many as 50 criteria have
to be fully met.

- Ensure dynamic
performance.
- Support precise steering
response at extremely high
speeds and a sporty driving
style.

- Provide additional
safety due to special
reinforcements in the
side walls.
- Retain directionally
stability even in the event
of complete pressure loss,
maintaining the function of
important safety systems
such as DSC, ABS.
- Enable travelling to be
continued over a distance
of approx. 80 km (at 80
km/h if the automobile has a
medium load) to the nearest
workshop.

- Reduced tyre deformation
due to the use of special
materials for the contact
surfaces and side walls.
- Emissions and fuel
consumption are reduced on
every straight and on every
bend.

Original BMW Parts
and Accessories

Summer Complete
Wheel Sets

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

More fascination.
original bmw Summer Complete
Wheel Sets with Star marking.

Original BMW Complete Wheel Sets are not only sure to attract attention, they also promise
an exciting driving experience. And they deliver on this promise on every bend and on every
straight. Even more dynamic, even more elegant – the styling of the wheels has a particularly
striking impact on the overall appearance of your BMW. And outstanding quality is not the
question as far as we’re concerned – it’s the answer. Both Original BMW Light Alloy Wheels
and BMW Tyres with star marking have to stand up to the most rigorous requirements and
tests so as to ensure you enjoy unlimited driving pleasure as you travel to your destination.
Please note that the retrofit capacity and price of Summer Complete Wheel Sets depend on the vehicle model, standard fittings and year of construction. We will be
pleased to advise you in person as to which Summer Complete Wheel Sets are available for your model. Ask us for details. Subject to misprint, error and alteration.
Reprint, even in extracts, only with written permission of BMW AG, Munich, UA-24. © BMW AG, Munich.

Double spoke 361, for BMW 1 Series.

Radial spoke 388, for BMW 1 Series.

Double spoke 405M, for BMW 1 Series.

Star spoke 311,
for BMW 1 Series / BMW 3 Series.

Double spoke 269, for BMW 1 Series.

V-spoke 141, for BMW 1 Series.

Double spoke 361, for BMW 3 Series.

Cross spoke 404M, for BMW 3 Series.

Double spoke 624M, for BMW 3 Series.

Star spoke 193M, for BMW 3 Series.

Double spoke 313M, for BMW 3 Series.

V-spoke 464M,
for BMW 5 Series / BMW 6 Series.

Star spoke 311,
for BMW 5 Series / BMW 6 Series.

Multi spoke 410,
for BMW 5 Series / BMW 6 Series.

Cross spoke 312,
for BMW 5 Series / BMW 6 Series.

V-spoke 356,
for BMW 5 Series / BMW 6 Series.

Cross spoke 312, for BMW 7 Series.

Double spoke 238, for BMW 7 Series.

Star spoke 276, for BMW Z4.

Double spoke 313, BMW Z4.

V-spoke 324, for BMW X1.

Double spoke 465, for BMW X1.

Double spoke 310M, for BMW X3.

Star spoke 128, for BMW X5.

Y-spoke 375, for BMW X5.

Double spoke 310M, for BMW X5.

Double spoke 599M, for BMW X5.

Double spoke 215, for BMW X6.

